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Useful information about port facilities, transit from port and onward travel
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Toilet facilities are available in the red brick building on
the left hand side. Follow the walk way from the security
check point.

Shuttle buses operate a regular service to/from
Tynemouth Metro Station. Last shuttle back to the port
leaves Tynemouth 1 hour prior to scheduled sailing time.
Buses depart on the right  past the security check point.

The International Passenger Terminal has a cafe where
you can get a WiFi code with any purchase. There is also
an ATM inside the terminal dispensing cash in UK £ and
Euro $ currencies.

Excursion buses to pre-booked destinations depart on
the left past the security check point.

A taxi rank is located outside. Set fares are available to
the city centre and other destinations and a taxi marshal
is available to discuss fares prior to departure.

Information about port facilities and travel
from the port vicinity for visitors on shore

excursions and passengers travelling
independently
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Bon Voyage from the North East of England. 
We hope you enjoyed your visit and choose to visit us again in the future.

Onward travel from Tynemouth Metro Station to Newcastle city centre, Durham (via Central
Station) and Wallsend for Segedunum Roman Fort

Trains to Newcastle (St James) run on a regular basis with a service every 12-15 minutes from platform 2. 
Journey time to the centre of Newcastle is approximately 25 minutes. 

Ticket machines have instructions available in foreign languages and accept debit/credit cards and UK £ bank notes. 

A Metro Day Saver ticket for 3 zones (T3 on the ticket machine) will allow return travel to and from the city centre. A
Day saver costs £5.10 and is cheaper than purchasing two single tickets. 
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Trains to Durham operate to/from Newcastle Central Station with a regular service of a few trains per hour. Journey times
are approximately 10-15 minutes. Fares are approximately £7.50. Tickets to Durham can be purchased at the kiosk or from
ticket machines in Central Station. The route to Durham city centre from the station involves a steep gradient.
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